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GFU responds to

New alternative

Obama offence

for students

Obama effigy found hanging on
George Fox University campus.

available

w

through CAB

By VANESSA WILKINS
Guest Reporter

Students and administration team

On September 23, early in the morning, a

staff member found and removed a disturbing

up to hear discipline cases through

-The

effigy of presidential candidate Senator Barnck
Obama that was hanging from a tree. On
the cardboard cutout of Obama there was a

Commmunity Accountability Board.
By NATALIE GOULD

HACK

sign that read "Act Six Reject." Not only was

the display racial and political, it was seen

as offensive to the George Fox University
community.

The Act Six Initiative is a leadership and

diversity program that gives full funding to
students of diverse backgrounds and leadership
abilities to attend George Fox University. The

News Editor

The Community Accountability Board is
a strong and mighty tool, but students might
be unaware of its existence. Created last year,
it is a student run board of six members in

which discipline and reconciliation can happen
amongst peers.

Informally known as the CAB, it is a way to

group is known for its affiliations with racial

maintain community standards as outlined in

reconciliation and multi-cultural affairs.

the student handbook and the contract signed

Having their program associated with the
display brought obvious reason for concern

upon admission. These standards are what

from administrators as well as the Act Six

APRIL BARKLEY | Darkroom

scholars.

The Campus Book Club is bringing students together through The Shack' by William
Paul Young by provoking thought, engaging conversation, and asking questions.

President Robin Baker addressed the

student body, as well as many representatives

See BOOK CLUB [page. 5

of the North West news media, about the

issue on Sept. 24 during the chapel service.
His opinion of the matter was in no way

Environ.meni

u n c e r t a i n . To b e s u r e t h e i n c i d e n t w a s

George Fox manages waste

unacceptable and President Baker stated in the

address that he "condemns it in the strongest
of terms." Although the act itself may not be
seen as a crime, according to local authorities,
administrators want to make it clear that
this kind of behavior will not be tolerated at

Plant Services initiates program to
reduce waste, encourage recycling,

George Fox University.

and promote a clean environment.

A number of students appeared on

By CRYSTAL STUVLAND
Guest Reporter

local television stations after the event and

expressed their views on the matter. Opinions
varied from believing the prank was racial,
to political, to even being a simple joke.
Regardless of opinion over the meaning, the
general attitude was that it was not a reflection

of the George Fox community as a whole.
National attention was drawn to George
Fox closely after the incident and the

administration was faced with the difficulty of
invalidating many accusations of bigotry and
intolerance that were placed on the university
and Christians in general. Students, faculty,
and staff were put under the scrutiny of the
media and therefore the nation.

There was confusion as to why so much
attention was paid towards the situation;

See OFFENCE I page. 2

Manysutdenst wee
r gsih
ylltatkenaback

when they returned this fall to find
that over the summer a

slough of recycling centers
sprang up all over campus.
The blue and red bins seem

to be everywhere, and some
students even get them in

and is committed to educating students to
respect and care for the earth, According to
its mission statement, the Recycling Initiatives
Program endeavors to "reduce waste on
campus, promote the recycling of materials,
and maintain and promote a clean, sustainable

and environmentally conscious campus." The
program stresses creation care: the responsibility
to be good stewards of God-given resources.
Money from the recyclables helps support
Friends in Service of Humanity
(F.I.S.H.), a local emergency
I' relief
agency
that
food for
those
in provides
need. A

their rooms. Whether you pay

lot of hard work, time, and
money has been put into this
program in order to reduce

attention to such details or

not, the school has taken huge
steps in the way of reducing
waste on campus by making it easier
for students to recycle.
The new Recycling Initiatives Program
was implemented by Plant Services this summer

LCD screens on standby

the amount of trash that

ends up in public landfills.
The

News Editor •

about the university. They were to
replace the "Bruin News" formerly

The new LCD screens in the
lobbies of dorms and Le Shana

apartments have been black and
seemingly useless recently due to
some hacking that occurred in the

found on the inside of the bathroom
stalls. This is still the intent once

the screens are in working order.

now

is

So what is the ARC? Besides

being a portion of the circumference
of a circle, or the discharge produced
by electrical conduction through a
gas in an applied electric field, or

a song written by the rock group

reading, writing, and learning skills.
Some have come to the erroneous

though the gorgeous view

and running.

News," however, will still be posted

understanding that the ARC is only

and wonderful architecture

of

around the Quad.

school,

a

maintenance worker

tried to log in to
the screens to do

some updating, and

"We are blessed
that whoever

did this, wasn't
malicious about it."
- KEVIN SEYLER

deliberation, it was found that the

password had been changed. That is

will be introduced,

making it virtually

truly gain from it. As the director of

recurrence. "It was a

lot of extra work wc
didn't need. so wc want to keep it

from happening again," commented

when fear started to set in. "Wc arc

Seylcr.

blessed that whoever did this, wasn't

The screens should be up and
tunning soon. Once they are, will be
a much easier way for students to be

malicious about it," said Kevin
Scylcr, ASC public relations director,
regarding the incident.
Originally the screens were

informed about upcoming university
happenings.

for those struggling academically.

Not so! The purpose of the center is
to provide the opportunity for any
student to not only "survive" his or
her academic journey, but excel and

impossible for a

found he could not

log in. After some

In order to prevent
this happening again,
much higher security

GFU community may have varying opinions
and beliefs of what is acceptable, there is a
community standard to be upheld, and those
who wish to not abide with the guidelines will
be reconciled to it through a process in the
CAB.

N o t a l l s i t u a t i o n s , h o w e v e r, w i l l b e

overseen by the CAB. Sensitive circumstances

such as sexual harassment or illegal substances
will be directed solely toward the Student Life
personnel.
According to the CAB charter, one reason

the board formed was to keep students from

the president opened up

keeping the students informed. The
former printed version of "Bruin

the

all community members to hold each other
accountable." Although members of the

resolved to think, it was
not "kicked out" by the
executive branch. Along
with many other moves,

student accessibility once they are up

week

The philosophy of the CAB is simple: "At
George Fox University our goal is to see all
students succeed in the developmental process
of educating the whole person. Community
accountability means it is the responsibility of

Stevens building, and
despite what some have

the ARC could be moved

During

Student Life, ASC, and Resident Life, the CAB
policy was written.

o n t h e t h i r d fl o o r o f t h e

Resource Center - where a student
can go to become a better his or her

second

like. After feedback from several members of

Academic Resource Center relocates

ASC and Resident Life in hopes of

and installing of new machines arc in
process; however, there will be zero

initial drafts of what it could potentially look

See BOARD | page. 8

a dialogue and asked if

second week of school. Ordering

For years. Student Life administrators and
ASC supreme court chief justices have talked
of creating such a board. However, it was not
taken seriously until Pothoff submitted a few

feeling that the administration or Student Life

Pearl Jam, the ARC is the Academic

The purchase of the screens was
a cooperative movement between

the driving force to put this motion in to action.

See RECYCLE j page. 8

B y R O M A N K O LY V O N O V
Guest Reporter
meant to post announcements

concern

running as it was intended.
Mark Pothoff, dean of community life, was

getting students trained and

Flat LCD screens collect dust as problems with security are solved.
B y N ATA L I E G O U L D

main

keep the student body in check and the campus

the center. Rick Muthiah, said, "We
are about developing writers and
offering learning strategics to those
desiring to become better students."
Previously the ARC was located

to a more logical place.
Muthiah says he knew that
APRIL BARKLEY | Darkroom

were lovely, the ARC would

Outside of the new ARC, located In the Quaker

better ser%'e its purpose in

Room.

a different location.

So why was the

Special

Collections room (more commonly
known as the Quaker Room) chosen

There are many reasons why the
library is a very logical place for the
ARC. This is where students go to
study. And why not have a place in

as the new location? It was not

the library where students can receive

originally planned that way, but for
now it is the only available room
in the library to accommodate the

aid in whatever they are studying?
With over 900 appointments held
last year, many students have
found the effectiveness in having a
'consultant' go through their papers

arc's needs. Eventually, maybe even
within a year or two, there are hopes

"We are about developing writers and
offering learning strategies to those
desiring to become t>etter students."
• RICK MUTHIAH

to renovate the

and assignments with them. What

library and have
a specific room

would it hurt? You might even gain a

for the ARC on

This year's staff represents a wide

t h e fi r s t fl o o r.

better grade.

See ARC j page. 8
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OFFENCE: Community
comes together
Continued from page I
many saw it as "media fuss" and unnecessary.

To encourage discussion forums were held,
allowing people to share these kinds of
frustrations as well as others. A forum was held

in Bauman on Sept. 25 and information was
shared about the details of the incident, Act

Six, and the next steps the university is taking

as a community. In hindsight, it many students
said the George Fox community came together
in support of those directly affected and has

represented itself well as the Christ-ccntcred

We need to support each other

Loving withoutWencondition
eedtosupporteachotheranuThcy
By ERIN DELANEY
Guest Columnist

We are in the spotlight. Whether we want
to be or not, we arc. The world is our stage.
Here is our chance.

Now is not the time to talk about political
views or to revel in the latest gossip. It's time

for us to rise up as a community and as the
children of God. Together, hand in hand, we
need to show the world who God is. Wc are his

pport thetn to the end.

the members of Act Six. I sU]
the end.

can
and

our ischool
t o t w i sifltgctof
he
mage o of
misconc
o f ( . h ry.
i sThis
tian
itj. vvorid-

ng broadcast to t
C;eorgc Fox i.
It won't be easy to change,
hat
needs to take every
This.sis «a perfect chance
we are really about,

to rise up as a group o . ^ j

Wc are privileged to have this spotlight;

can be a revival for George Fm. Wc ha

this chance to tell the world of our hope and
our Savior. Do not be discouraged or be afraid.

just talk the talk. Together, lets walk the

witnesses.

responsibility of showing o

I cr's stand united against acts of violence,

-ig-iinst what wc know to be wrong. But not

aaainst the people who did it. We arc here to
show the love of Clod. Let the world hear our
ihouts of truth through the quiet whispers of
our kindness and humility. Let the light of God
shine from our souls and wc, as a community
wil be a light to world. Please. Choose to be
united as one in George Fox, and let's turn this
act of hate into a means of change.

institution that it is.

The Goals and Objectives of the
Associated Student Committee
By JOEY BIANCO

ASC Student Body President

like examples for the student body. Our
faith isn't something we just talk about; it is
something to be lived out. Wc want to sec
you, the student body of George Fox, grow in
your faith, and develop integrity and character
throughout your college experience. Wc want
to be there for students as spiritual leaders by
encouraging students, and by being involved
in events put on by the chaplain and Christian
service committee. Furthermore, wc promise
to show our commitment to Christ by the way
we live and treat others.

Our third goal is improving
communication; something that has

proved to be problematic in the past. Wc are
seeking to adequately inform you, the student
body, about the vast array of opportunities
wc offer. Wc arc trying to become more

Hello!

am Joey Bianco, this year's

the opportunity to inform you all about our
goals for this year, in order for you to better
understand the heart of this year's ASC team.

When our committee got together at the end
of last year we talked about what we wanted
t o b e k n o w n f o r. W c d i s c o v e r e d t h a t w c a r e

most passionate about: being completely
approachable and accessible to you the student
body. By putting ourselves in positions and
opportunities to constantly interact with
students, wc plan on avoiding being hidden by
our desks, in our caves.

First and foremost, we just really want

to get to know as many students as possible
on a real and genuine level. Wc want to be
there hanging out with you, the students we
serve and represent.
Secondly, we strive to be Christ

actively involved with Faccbook and will be
advertising more frequently with interactive
3-Dimcnsional signs. Also, wc have installed
LCD screens in the dorm lobbies to help us in

our effort to strengthen communication with

"We, the Associated Student
Community of George Fox

ASC exists to:

University, are greatly grieved at

Promote spiritual, intellectual, physical,

our campus. The incident does

and social student development.

Improve the general welfare ol each
student.

Provide qualit)^ services and activities

the display that was placed on
not represent the student body,
George Fox University', or the
message of Jesus Christ. It is entirelv against what we believe and

practice. The heart of our intent
is to maintain a strong and safe

for the student body.

community where we value each
individual regardless of race, be

Encourage and facilitate communica

lief, political position, or demo

tion between students, facult)' and

graphic. We believe this incident

administration.

is not an accurate reflection of

the genuine care and concern stu

Represent the student body university
c o n c e r n s .

dents at George Fox University
have for each other. "

Do you know who the ASC President
is and where they are located?

Resident Life and with students,

Wc absoluccly love the community here at
George Fox, so wc arc focused on enhancing
it. This year wc are specifically targeting Blue
Zone, hoping it will give students mote school
spirit and over all just a great time with our
friends being rowdy at games. Also, hopefully
you noticed there was a Slip n' Slide in the
Quad around the middle of September. That
was the beginning of some cool stuff we arc
trying do—more inexpensive and very fun
simple activities for students to be a part of

□ Yes
D No

that will ultimately add to our community.

And really wc arc all for anything that can
help boost this awesome community.

Graph is a result of the input of 86 students at George Fox.

"I expect ASC to be open
and honest with the student

body about their goals and
aspirations for the year.
I hope for the president
and his vice to be actively
keeping us updated."
Perry Knudson
Junior, International Studies

OPINION I 3

October 1. 2008

Palin Neutralizes
Dobson's "Threat"

Your vote: Think about it
John McCain

Barack Obama

presiilcniial candidate john McCain announced
Alaska Governor Sarah Palin would be his

2008 vice presidential running mate. Here was
a mother of five who returned to work three

days after her youngest son's birth, and who
could, potentially, lead one of world's strongest
nations. If 1 am a threat to society, working as
a college professor in Newberg, Ore., shouldn't
we be fearful of Palin-the-working-mom,
whose successful campaign might just end the
world as we know it?

Imagine my surprise, then, when Dobson
said recently he was "relieved and very e.tcitcd"
about McCain's choice, and that he would "pull
the lever" for Palin come November. What

had changed Dobson's mind about working
mothers? After all, if Palin was no threat to the

western world—indeed, if her presence in the
White House was "extremely reassuring"—
then perhaps the choices I make about family
and work should be reassuring to Dobson and
to others like him as well.

I was perplexed. But maybe Dobson,

with his presumably direct line to Republican
Dr, James Dobson

Photo from reasoncreason.com

power, knows something about Palin we don't.
Perhaps Dobson discovered that, should Palin

be elected, she will be an advocate for working
mothers everywhere, easing the pressure to

By MELANIE SPRINGER MOCK
Faculty Advisor

do the women's work at home as well as their

According to Dr. James Dobson, sclfproclaimcd spokesman for Christians

outside jobs, and making it possible for them
to have a more sadsfying work/life balance—a

everywhere, 1 am a threat to civilization.

work/life balance that will render them less

Apparently, by driving my kids to soccer
practice and teaching classes and cooking
supper for the family while grading my
students' essays, I am set on destroying
the Western Empire. Who could imagine
a thousands-year-old civilization might be
brought low by someone like me?
Okay, so Dobson wasn't talking only about

mc: he was denouncing working mothers

everywhere when, in a 2006 interview, he called

us a "threat to civilization." And, really, I doubt
he was calking about women everywhere, since
surely Dobson would not condemn women
who work out of necessity, to feed and clothe
their children or to provide their children with

adequate health care coverage.
No, Dobson saw as a looming threat those
who actually choose to work and raise a family,
the "bra-burning type feminists," he said, who
assaulted "untouchable American values of the

flag, Motherhood," and (of course) apple pie,

by balancing life on the job with the hard but
glorious demands of raising children.
So I was a little concerned when Republican

threatening.
More specifically, perhaps Dobson realizes

Guest Columnist

there arc standard juvenile practices that 1
don't think I can take with me into adulthood.

One of these is carrying a lunchbox.
Now lunchboxes arc the most practical

storage deviccs-don't get me wrong-but think
about how seeing a lunchbox dangling from
an adult's hand sucks the maturity right out
of her. If adults try and pull off a lunchbox,
they arc definitely taking a risk. It would seem

do not conform to CAFE standards. He wants

to increase cellulosic ethanol production,
which docs not raise food prices as corn based
ethanol docs. He wants to increase domestic

oil exploration and production until alternative

bringing in more biofuels, and streamlining the
process to further develop three of America's
currently exploited oil fields. He wants to make
America a leader in the war on climate change
and reduce our greenhouse gas emissions
80% by 2050. He also would increase energy

energy can phase it out. McCain promises to efficiency in low-income housing and provide
construct alternative and nuclear energy plants jobs through public-private partnerships in
throughout America, and advance clean coal developing clean coal plants.
technologies.
H e a l tH C A R E
Sen. McCain also promotes the safe re

Sen. Obama wants to save money on
information technology systems to keep track
of patients and their medical history. Obama

and diabetes. He wants to reform Medicare

wants to establish a "National Health Insurance

and Medicaid to better pay for care and make
the health system digital to allow patients to

Exchange" which will provide individuals and
small businesses with private and government
insurance options. He wants to promote the
use of generic drugs (instead of brand names)
and allow the importation of drugs from other
countries to lower the price of prescriptions.

fully valued; that PaJin could change US family
leave laws so parents with infants will not have
to return to work as quickly as she did; that

Palin could increase funding for Head Start
and early childhood intervention programs,
recognizing that many children who are born
to impoverished and young single mothers
often need extra pre-kindergartcn education.
Or maybe not.

In the least, with such a "reassuring" vice

quickly receive care across the states. Under his
plan patients would be given better access to
all the costs of their healthcare. He also wants

to engage in Tort Reform to enable wronged
patients a legal remedy to malpractice, while
still preventing frivolous lawsuits.

Iraq

surely realize how a long-entrenched belief
about women's and men's realms, and about

supposed God-ordained roles of submission
and power, have been damaging to women and
to men: a more profound threat to civilization
than any soccer (or hockey) mom might ever
have been.

healthcare by investing billions into electronic

costs; he would dedicate more funds to the care

presidential selection, Dobson and others will

Sen. McCain believes the surge with the Iraq

War worked and that to withdraw troops now is
to leave the country in a weak and vulnerable

slaughtered at lunchtime. It's funny to me that
something so practical becomes so unpopular
and a platform for persecution among fellow
students.

And if you think the move down to brown

bags are bad enough, adults think they are
playing it cool by using big plastic grocery
bags. Come on. At least those brown bags have
some structure. Plastic bags are just flimsy and
loud. They try and give off the impression that
as a working adult, you don't have time to dilly
dally with boxes and paper: you need a bag
and you need it now! Good thing your appleis going to leave a print in your ham sandwich
yogurt container. You've just committed lunch

Shortcake lunchbox. And 1 don't care what

lunchbox rights. There is no need to fear: the

homicide: but you're an adult and you will
not be subjected to the mockery of bringing a
lunchbox.

Well. I say it's time to stand up for our

Sen. Obama spoke early on against the
war and voted against it. He highlights the
issues that have occurred since the surge and

state. He believes we need to increase funding
for proven microfinance programs to support
local-level entrepreneurship in Iraq. He feels

proposes a phased withdrawal, bringing most
major combat troops home in 16 months. He

it important to encourage a greater United

Iraq to help quell insurgencies. He believes in
a diplomatic approach to helping secure Iraq's

would leave a small counter-terrorist force in

Nations involvement/support for Iraqi elections

they're not cute unless you're little or look
really confident. So, sure, some adults might
use a lunchbox, but it's got to be some sort of
joke. They can't expect to be taken seriously
walking into the office with a Strawberry

Maybe you were one of those kids who
brought a lunchbox to grade .school. Good
for you. I hope you enjoyed it while it lasted.

enforce harsher penalties on automakers that

and during of chronic diseases such as cancer

which is already being attacked by your sharp

princesses, even those plain-colored plastic
ones with the mesh: they all look ridiculous.

more affordable and widely produced, and

pay, women's workplace contributions are not

that lunchboxes are like Halloween costumes:

kind of lunchbox you have. Dinosaurs,

Sen. Obama proposes a decrease in
carbon emissions by producing more hybrid
cars, increasing fuel economy standards 4%,

importation of drugs to lower prescription

That's a nice lunchbox...
As I get older and start doing more adult
things like paying rent every month and getting
my own health insurance, I am realizing that

Sen. McCain proposes the U.S. produce
more flex fuel vehicles, make electric vehicles

Palin could enact policies demanding equal pay
for equal work, recognizing that without equal

S AT I R E

By ANNA MORESHEAD

E n e r g y

and to encourage the Iraqis to make their
own political decisions, with the United States
staying in Iraq until they can secure themselves
and effectively rule their country.

borders with Iran and Syria. He believes a

status of forces agreement needs to be ratified
by both Congress and the Iraqi parliament, not
just the U.S. President and the Iraqi parliament.

Issues unique
Space Program:
Sen. McCain wants to bolster our space
programs, finish the International Space

Station National Laboratory and the NASA
Constellation Program (the program to build
a base on the moon). Space programs have
brought us memory foam beds, thermal
technologies, lasers, and a host of other

products, McCain believes it can produce more
commercially applicable technologies to better
serve the world.

TO WEBSITES:

Tecbao/ogy:
Sen. Obama has a comprehensive plan to
encourage diversity in media ownership; protect

First Amendment rights; keep children from
being exploited on the internet without further
regulation; and create a new office of the "Chief

Technology Officer" to ensure the safety of
internet networks. Obama wants to revamp our
education system to a (president) Kennedy style
emphasis. He would make math and science
a priority in funding for K-12 and offer more
financial aid to college students in those fields.

This is but a brief introduction to only a few platforms and is not intended to
be comprehensive. The information herein is directly from the candidates websites,
www.barackobama.com, and www.johnmccain.com) as to assist in removing
as much bias as humanely possible. There is many things that both candidates
promise to solve in nearly the same manner. The descriptions above are differences
they have in approach. It does not include how the candidates plan to pay for the
proposals.

only reason people will make fun of you for
having one is because they are jealous of your
handy lunchbox that is keeping your food

Don't miss the Vice Presidental Debate

fresher than theirs will ever be.

6:00 PM

Thursday, Oct. 2, 2008

Because 1 know there was a day, or

perhaps year, when you discovered
that lunchboxes weren't cool any

more and you traded your box in for
paper bags.

Why did you think thin, dull,

(^fescent
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Get iMvnLVED ON Campus

Swing dance 5
the stress away

Ignorance

Ta y l o r K a n e n
Feature/Sports Editor

There's homework piling up, there's

a test each day of the week, and more
homework is just around the corner.

College is stressful. Let's admit it.

ca
a
a
(Q

For those of us who like to 0

dance, our sanity has arrived.
Every Wednesday evening at 6:30 3

p.m. throngs of students wil be gathering

fi)

of swing dancing, has been finalized.

3

in Wheeler 211 to get their swing on. It's
been six years in planning and Swing, a 5'
student organization dedicated to the art 3

3

"I'm a firm believer that you

Photo by APRIL BARKLEY

Some of the leaders of student organizations in the Bruin Den.
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Ta y l o r K a n e n
Feature/Sports Editor

The AIDS virus is ravaging the lives
of millions; it is killing half a world away,
it is killing in our neighborhoods, and
people still do not understand the crisis.

That is why George Fox students are
gathering together to expand awareness

(0

0) and try to make a difference.

N

Acting on AIDS is a studentled chapter of World Vision — an

(0

international Christian relief and

E

development organization — promoting

education, and activism on
0 ) awareness,
the Fox campus involving this Important

S)

(0
u

pandemic.

"It's important to become selfeducated," Caitlyn Bletscher, president of
Acting on AIDS, said. "Most students are
either somewhat familiar, not familiar, or
completely mistaken about what AIDS
truly is."

The student organization is starting
awareness groups and is planning to show

0)
a documentary about the effects of the
0 virus. No dates have been finalized at this
1 .

0)

point.
"It's important to know that it's not
just happening in Africa," Bletscher said.

0)

"This is a local issue that affects our

(A

community. This is also a very political
issue, in which every citizen should be

a

Urn

3

z
4->

informed."

Bletscher says students can get
involved by informing their local

c representatives about this important issue,
0 something she and Acting on AIDS vice
Rachel VanGant were able to do
■0 president
l a s t s u m m e r.
3

• H

w

They traveled to Washington D.C., as
part of the "Summit on the Hill" national

conference. State and private schools from
all over the nation gathered for a four-day
conference in the Capitol to shed light on
the atrocities of ignorance.
During their time in D.C., they were
Q
( able to got to Capitol Hill and plead with
u the Northwest Democratic and Republican
representatives. Their efforts persuaded
0) the politicians to push a bill concerning
AIDS through Congress.
Acting on AIDS is encouraging
0)

stressful," said Ronda Wallace, president

little

time

Megan E. Parks
Assistant Editor

"Become involved at George Fox," is the
impression given to new students when they
arrive over the summer months for Genesis.

The next logical question would be, "how?"
Many people arc aware that George Fox offers
many student organizations (previously called
clubs). What people may not know are the
number and types of organizations offered, as
well as how to create their own.

Last year there were 24 different Student
Organizations, ranging from clubs focused on

Organizations website.
Then there is the Adventure Club; a

student-run group which features activities
such as dumpster-diving and hitch-hiking. Not
a George Fox recognized student organization,
this group has become controversial because
it calls into question student safety. Student
Organization Director Martha Byrne said
this will be one of the major issues which the

a way to expand and will be encouraging

are steps students must take in order to become

their new moves.

The types of organizations ate not
limited. Some organizations, such as the Skate
Ministries Club, organized by Nikki Beck, was
formed as an outreach with the intention of

engaging teenagers within the community by a
common goal: skateboarding.

One organization which was formed under

the advisement of Chemistry professor, Paul
Chamberlain, is there to give students the extra

stop needed to complete their education beyond
George Fox. The GFU Pre-Mcdical Chapter of

0
H

-

0
>

0

through ASC.

designed "to encourage Pre-Med students at
George Fox University and help connect them

organization, according to Byrne. "Since the

(A

0

for medical school," according to the Student

start at the beginning of the year," said Byrne

Now is the perfect time to start an

probationary period is six months, it's best to

Photo provided by RONDA WALLACE

Experience the great outdonrg
Taylor Kanen

Feature/Sports Editor

If you enjoy sleeping
the hard ground

hiking through the

volunteering at the local Well Community

(D
3

everyone is a rock climber.

0

c are trying to have more trips that aren't
net \ rock climbing, because obviously, not

We are aiming to make these trips less

So now, Tasto is planning multiple events

coming up for the fall semester.
Or. heing a trip to

c

3
B o n d , Q)

... '"leaded up by Ruj-ty
Jona han Morrow, the

trip to Central Oregon is being 7
planned, tentatively, for the mid-semester
break.
0

to m 5^ terrain has to offer. Tasto want.s

in hikino^i^u^*^ he participating

the in area,
lifnd'--?'
everything
not just rock
climbing,

13

trip include a cross country skiing

J

The

breaking out of the rut
thcyve been in the past
t^ouplc years. In the past in the ouTd°^*^ organize events

nterested "
Be on the lookout tor more Student Organizatin^ ^he student organz
i ato
i n isignificanr
elill
a rock- of smaller eventWe
"®'
cJimbing group.
tobe^ed In later Issues of the Crescer!°

leioos - lejniinoljiiniAi - sseuisng -

c .

nme-consuming, more affordable, and more 0
aiversc.

all explore Smith Rock and

ome changes. Namdy

L'd%°owbcTrd%''""' a™Ski°

dmw towards our organization," Taste said,

Outdoors Club will be
right up your alley.
lie warned. This is
not for the faint of heart.

Outdoor Club is making

the victims of AIDS who do not have the

victims."

0

organization^ that is. they can apply for funds

surviving in the har.shcst
winter weather. the

"Wc want to be heard," Bletscher

"I forget about everything else in
my life when I dance. I want ihcm to

whether this group can become a chartered

and Nazarenc Compassion or even

0) continued. "We want to impact Fox so we
0 can make a difference in the lives of the

more students.

various class representatives) will then decide

toughest terrain, and

opportunity to speak up for themselves."

students so they can, in turn, teach even

to Byrne or Jackson, describing the progression
of the group. The Student Organizational
Council (consisting of Byrne, Jackson, and

0) Church with their HlV/AlDS program in
(A downtown Portland."

o

fi)

Ronda Wallace said. "It is to teach

end of which monthly reports must be turned in

community, including World Vision

I'luirsday at 8 p.m. in the Bruins Den, an
event Blelschcr encourages every student
to attend so they can better understand
how AIDS is affecting their world.
"Wc promote justice and action,"
Bletscher said. "And just as wc arc called
to do by Christ, wc want to speak out for

how to dance," Swing Club president

must be established. The organization will then

the American Medical Student Association was

with resources that will assist in preparing them

■0
"Our goal is to not just teach students 7

be given a six month probationary period, at the

for your local church or hometown

a

students to venture into Portland to test

information which must be filled out. Along
with filling out the packet, a list of goals for the
organization must be created, a faculty advisor
must be found, and a constitution and by-laws

communities.

Acting on AIDS meets every

holding beginner and advanced sessions as

making this an official student organization.
As fat as creating a new organization, there

students to take action in their

0

T3

a chartered organization. First, the creator of
specific majors (Accounting Club, Psychology the group will need to get together at least ten
Club, and Business Club) to
clubs with a cause (Acting on "IT'S THE PERFECT TIME TO people who arc not only
interested, but who will
AIDS, College Republicans,
S TA R T A N O R G A N I Z AT I O N . "
be committed to regular
Multicultural Club) to clubs
■ MARTHA BYRNE a t t e n d a n c e . F r o m t h e r e
that focus on building
contact needs to be made
relationships (Swing Club,
with Byrne or ASC vice
Outdoor Club, and Knit-co-Know). So far, nine
of those 24 organizations arc active clubs, that president Emily Jackson to receive a packet of
is, they have renewed their status for the 20082009 school year.

and Amber Dannals will be heading up 3
the student organization with Wallace,
and they plan to hold various campus W
dances through the semester in addition • n
to the weekly meetings.
5"
"To me it's all about showing our (A
generation how much fun this style
of dancing is," Wallace said. "Partner
dancing is a lost art form among our age
group. 1 want everyone to see how fun it
In the future Swing is planning on 7

ASC Central Committee must focus on before

said. "Such as creating a fundraiser

E

feels is a lost art. Chadbourne Lovegren

opportunities for involvement on campus

Q. for helping as a community," Bletscher

u

how to swing dance, something Wallace

Student Organizations provide many

"There are several resources available

(A

of Swing, said. "To me, that is dancing.
"Swing in particular is one of the (A
most popular partner dances of today so X
it is something that students will have an &)
H "
opportunity to use."
(D
Swing meets weekly to teach students

So many choices,
so

need something fun in your life that is not

is

goal

student that is

attempt to do two (/)

"PPredatcTature
tureand
anTthe
th^'"great
' outdoors."

i
3
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& CULGeorge Pox theater Book Club: The Shack' provokes reflection amongARTS
students.
production in works

ARTS & CULTURE I 5

By KRISTIN GNILE
GNII.E

ByNIKKI MARINO

Editor-in-Chief

Guest Reporter

.u„Nov..-8L.„.BT^3V::.Sr

.rickets arc S6 for stuA
utsdaind
t ochrildireunm
den
S8:

for seniors and alumni, and $10 for adults

online, CO

Each student wlirecevie a cotnpUntentary

communal unity through common literature,

provoke thought, and encourage questions from

y.eInicltiu
abtedwas
byest
Campus
amvcrsi
win, tth
ablishedPastor
in an atSarah
tempt
to unify the student body though text by take
a \antagc of opportunities George Fox offers.
We have the opportunity

to bring authors to campus,"

Saunders. It is best to buy tickets eatly for a

have the campus read a book

The phy is about the length of an average

movie and has a cast of about 30 actors.

"Millie" is different from other musicals
because it features flappers and music from

the 1920s, fitting with the play's time period.
1 his musical also a plot that has twists and
turns toward the end. "^^illic" has romance

music, intrigue, danger, kidnapping, and
hidden identities.

The play focuses on Millie, a young

and naive country girl who moves to New
York City in the roaring 20s with dreams of
marrying a rich man. She makes friends with

the

r " any book. They're
Th Shack" by William Paul Young.
^rst00ever
is the
officiaBook
l readiCl
ng
al of Fox
the
Campus
ubmateri
at George

explained Baldwin. "So we

better chance at admission.

it."

The program attempts to create a

across campus have their noses

ticket for free student nights. Nov. 6 and 11
"Musicals are often the only shows we

have that sel out," sad
i stage tnanager Destn
iy

p e o p l e people
w e r were
e a already
l r e a dreading
y r e ait."d i n g

figured why not, with that,
together." William Paul Young

was the perfect candidate for the

students.

"The goal of the Campus Book Club," said
Baldwin, "is to engage ideas and not necessarily
present a final doctrine." The book meets the

goals and objectives for the Campus Book Club.
Baldwin believes that some students "will come

away more thoughtful, some will have more
clarity, and others
will have questions.
"THE GOAL OF THE
"['The Shack']
CAMPUS BOOK CLUB IS TO
presents pretty deep
ENGAGES IDEAS AND NOT
theological concepts.
N E C E S S A R I LY P R E S E N T A
It challenges us

first visiting author.
His novel, released in 2007,

FINAL DOCTRINE."

to think, whether

-SARAH

you agree with all

BALDWIN

to stop and think.

'The Shack'] was sort of a natural choice,"

explains Baldwin about her decision. "So many

some doctrines

away" as well as
lacks focus on the
law of God and

over-emphasizes

the relationship
aspect too much.
Baldwin

understanding of the trinity."
Its popularity is still escalading, along with
its fair share of controversy.
According to Baldwin, some believe that

Jimmy Smith, a fun-loving poor boy; Miss

is

not

concerned.
"It's

worth

the discussions,"
Baldwin
"I'm

not

• W i l l i a m P. - Yo u Ts 1 G

said.
afraid

it's going to lead
people away. It gets the things that arc most

important right." Baldwin continues to explain
that "the good of it outweighs the fear."

Baldwin plans to continue the program in

of it or not," said

has 3.8 million copies in print
Baldwin. "It engages
and has been translated into multiple languages. conversation about evil and why bad things
The book deals with great loss and sadness happen. It gives us a frame to think about it in."
and God meeting people at those places of
Baldwin read the book last December
deepest anguish. It's all about the grace, love, and feels she gained a "deeper understanding
and redemption of God. "The Shack" presents o f G o d ' s l o v e f o r u s a n d a m o r e i n t i m a t e
thought-provoking concepts and causes readers

b o ob oko k a al lss oo
"seems to push

future semesters. "We're going to pick books
that aren't particularly long and that people are
already reading to make it more accessible."
"The Shack" is available at all major
bookstores and the University Bookstore on
campus.

Wednesday, Oct 1st Cap and Gown Room
n;40am-l:00pm - Talk-Back Lunch with Paul
9:00pm-ll:00pm, - Small Group Discussion

Dorothy, an aspiring actress; and Muzzy, a

wealthy heiress and cabaret singer.
Soon, Millie discovers she has feelings for

Jimmy, but thinks he is in love with someone

Exclusive Interview with "The Shack" author William Paul Young

else and a love triangle ensues. Adding to the
drama is Mrs. i\feers, the woman running the
hotel Millie and Miss Dorothy are staying
at, who hires two Chinese men to kidnap

' writing The Shack'?
CIW
hatgoasl ddi youhavewheli

orphans for white slavery.
Sara Schneider, a freshman theater major

from Vancouver, Washington, will play the

Young: I was trying to write a story for my
kids so that the reality of the theology would

role of Millie. "It's kind of like a dream show

come to the surface. I wanted to ask all the

of mine," Schneider e.\plains.

questions that, when I was growing up, I wasn't
allowed to ask. By writing it inside of a story I
was able to ask all of those questions.

Schneider has been involved in Christian

Youth Theater for six years and has
participated in 14 musicals during that time.
"Millie is naive but she's got a lot of guts,"
"Thoroughly Modern Millie," of course,
would get nowhere without the people behind
the curtains. Saunders, a senior theater major,

is the stage manager and her assistant stage

manager is Rachel Wheeler, a freshman
elementary education major.
Stage managers arc responsible to oversee

all aspects of the play. Some of their duties
include keeping track of when people come
and go, actors' entrances and exits, scene
changes, props getting on and offstage, and

C
-HowdoesT'heShack'speako
t
Young: I love college audiences. 1 think there
' the college audience?

S c h n e i d e r d e s c r i b e d h e r c h a r a c t e r.

C'W
'people
hydoare
youreading
h
tniksom
The
anyShack'?
Young: I think there is a natural desire for

authenticity in all of us and the book speaks

to it: authenticity in each person, authenticity
in our relationship with God. I think a lot of

people arc tired of religion. We want something
that works and a lot of us have great sadness in
our life.

If not institutionalized religion,

C

what should church look like?

Young: The church is people. It's always been
people. Whatever way people chose to get
together it should be a service to the people, not
the other way around. When the people leave
the building, the church has left the building.
You can't go to something that you already
are. I'm not just talking Christian religion, I'm
talking any religion.

is a lot of searching and seeking during rhat

c

time. It's almost as though they are allowed to
ask questions and encouraged to do so. Who

Young: It's given a few people some problems.
It breaks the paradigms. God is not 49 percent

is this God? And who are we to this God? A

male and 50 percent female. All imagery is
going to be inadequate, and I mean a// imagery:

lot of the formation of beliefs is going to be in
those years.

^' as
\n The
a feisty
Shack',
blackGod
woman.
ts depicted
Why?

burning bushes, clouds, or lightning and fire.

"If I take away the consequences of people's choices, 1 destroy the
possibility of love. Love that is forced is no love at all."

- God in 'The Shack' from pg. 190

lines during rehearsals.
Theresa Thurman, a professional

freelance director from the Seattle Music

Theater, will be directing the play. Thurman
has co-directed "Damien" and "Dancing
at Lughnasa" with Bryan Boyd, a theater
professor. She and Boyd went to graduate
school together at the University of Portland

and have worked together on projects
whenever possible. Thurman has worked as a
theater educator for many years, but now she

works primarily as a freelance stage director.
Normally Rhctt Luedtke, a theater
professor, directs the fall and spring plays;
however, this year Luedtke is directing the
Players Presents group.

VIOVIE REVIEW: 'Blindness' shows audience too much
By ROBERT G. LESLIE
Guest Writer

A car comes to a hault at a green light. As
disgruntled drives swin'c around him, he sits
in his car dazed. He is suddenly and irrevocably
blind.

'Blindness" follows in the same vein as

films like "Children of Men" and "28 Days
Later" by trying to examine the highs and
lows of human nature in the midst of world

disaster. In this film, the disaster is a pandemic

of blindness. The government responds by
quarantining the infected, who arc left to

themselves without supervision or care. The
movie follows the doctor (Mark Ruffalo) who
diagnosed the first case of the disease and

became infected as he is quarantined along with
his wife (Julianne Moore), who pretends to be

blind in order to stay with him. With no outside

help and limited food, the quarantined sink into
living in complete squalor. The compound's
situation becomes even worse when the food is

seized by a faction from one of the compound's
wards led by the self-dubbed "King of Ward 3"
(Gael Garcia Bernal). The group uses its control
over the food to oppress everyone else in
increasingly degrading ways. First, they demand

LIN

jewelry and electronics, but when there are no

George Fox University Arts Calandar
Theatre: Thoroughly

Music: Band Invitational

Modern Millie

Concert

Nov. 6-8 & 12-16 at 7:30 p.m..
Nov. 9 & 16 at 2 p.m.
Wood-Mar Auditorium

Nov. 17, 7:30 p.m.

$10 gen. adm., $8 seniors/

Bauman Auditorium

Music: Chehalem

alumni/$6 students/children

Symphony Orchestra

Music: An Evening of Jazz

Nov. 19, 7:30 p.m.

Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
Bauman Auditorium

Music: Family Weekend Fall
Concert

Nov. 8, 4 p.m.
Bauman Auditorium

Concert

Art: Art Exhibit:
Minthorne Gallery
Nov. 25,10 a.m.
Hoover 101

more valuables, sex becomes the only remaining
commodity.

DNESS

In "Blindness," director Fernando
Mcirclles sets out to show us the brutality

that humankind is capable of, and he is wildly

out

successful. However, the result isn't even

remotely enjoyable to watch: it's incredibly
depressing. Other films with a dark and serious
message often have a thread of hope running
through them. There is some chance of a way
out, someone fighting to make the world a
better place. Most of "Blindness" just takes

viewers farther down a dark and twisted path
that is unnerving, painful, and disgusting to
watch, There are small redeeming moments
of sacrifice in which a better side of human

beings shows through, such as in the seeing

the doctor's wife tending to her husband or the
women giving themselves up for sex so rhat
others can cat. But there is still no hope for
anything in all of this until about two-thirds of
the way through the film's long two hours.
By the end, the audience is treated to a
lesson -about how wonderful life would be if

we were all blind and could just look past how

we appear on the outside. It feels rushed and
forced, and "Blindness" does little to back it up
with character evidence. The film supposedly

n w M k b .
MaiON <V TMC
CIMUM

MIU

f o n t v fi

Photo provided by impawards.com

follows the book by the same name, bv Jose
Saramago, very closely.
The film makes its first point very well:
under extreme duress, most people would
become savages. The strong exploit and oppress
the weak. What is morally acceptable is bent
and twisted. The second point, that the things
really worth seeing cannot be found with our

eyes, is almost entirely overshadowed by the the
depressing and disturbing beginning. If you arc

looking to go to the movies for a good time,
"Blindness" is probably not for you. This is not
a date movie, not a fun movie. It is a gritty art

film, just know what you are getting yourself
into.

"Blindness" is rated 'R' for violence

including sexual assaults, language and
sexuality/nudity.
"Blindness" hits theaters Friday, Oct 3rd.
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Students discover how to live Simply Christian

bhaiom:

Exoerientia

Setting,

with guest worship leader, Matt Maher

Orthodox Roots
David

Samantha Ayres

God." Maher comments that many of the great

Faith/Arts & Culture Editor

Kilada

Guest Reporter

Matt Maher, one of the most

prominent Roman Catholic singer/songwriters
of today, was the guest worship leader at this
year's annual Christian Life Week at George Fox

Shalom, Hebrew for 'peace,' is the name of
the new service held Thursday nights at 9 p.m.
in the Cap & Gown Room—and that may be
the very feeling a student would ascribe to the
event when attending for the first time. With

University.
Maher and his band performed at

Christian life was union with God, "so in my

songs, in some ways, I'm just trying to mirror
that."

Witli regard to family, Maher believes that

it "helps form, and it can help deform, and

it can be a major influence either positively or
chapel and at the evening service on Monday,
negatively. I think the brokenness of a family
Sept. 22, kicking off Christian I-ifc Week at
can either propel us
George Fox.
toward or away from
"There's
so
much
tradition;
iissential Records

candlelight only, floor seating, and Gregorian
chants playing through loudspeakers while
people get comfortable, the experience is not
your average chapel.
Creating a different kind of Christian
warship environment was exactly what
inspired Mat l lollen, ASC Student Chaplin,
to start Shalom. "Sabbath wasn't huge," he
explained, citing the desire that he and others
in leadership had for something new and
different, Having been Methodist, Lutheran,
an attendee of Imago Dei in Portland, and

recently released Maher's

debut album, "limply &
Beautiful."

The

album

contains 12 tracks, most

it's so rich, that the meaning of
it could fly over your head and
you'd miss it."

of which were co-produccd by Maher and Jeff
Thomas.

At chapel, Maher and his band led
the students in worship. One of the songs was
impromptu—the congregation was informed as

now Quaker, Hollen said he "fell in love with

Maher left the stage that they had been a part of

so much of it" and wants people who have

the writing of a new song.
"I've always loved playing music

only attended one denomination to be shown

different experiences: "Our goal for Shalom is
to give people a holistic picture of Christianity
throughout the ages and across the globe. I
want people to look back and say I didn't know

and I love figuring out how to play songs by
car," Maher says. "The interesting thing was

from his home in Canada to Arizona with his

St. Timothy's Catholic Parish.
Maher would like to ask the George Fox

community to join him in praying for unity in

the church, and "that we would desire more

Guest Chapel Speaker J.D. Wait
Samantha Ayres
Faith/Arts & Culture Editor

J.D. Walt, the Dean of the Chapel at Asbury

what you know. So growing up in a liturgical

Theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky,
was this year's guest speaker during the annual
Christian Life Week Sept. 22-24.
Walt's series of messages were on what it means
to be "Simply Christian." They focused on the four

tradition it's a little bit more sacramental-

Christian denominations and traditions are

oriented, and 1 think it tends to reflect in my

incorporated to form the whole. For example,
a different style of communion is offered every
week, members of the Chaplin's committee and

lyrics, where I'm searching for God in the

ASC are available to anoint students with oil,

and Hollen promises other diverse experiences

connections of the everyday, and creation and
relationships."

areas of Story, Song, Script and Service. The primary
scripture for his messages was John 15.
On Monday Walt spoke at chapel and

"There's so much tradition; it's so rich, that

the meaning of it could fly over your head and

in the evening, on Tuesday he spoke at

you'd miss it.. .You forget or you never learn the

come.

an evening service, and he closed his

root of it, and the root of it all is relationship,"

"We're going to be doing a lot of things...
that might seem different to all of you," he
explained. "It's not necessarily that I think all
of these are the way they should be as much as
I think it's important that we see the diversity
in the Body [of Christ] and to see where we've

Guest worship leader Matt Maher sings in
chapel Monday, Sept. 22,2008.

Christians, and all denominations."

songwriter, "1 think obviously you write about

reading. But the traditional evangelical
approach ends there and elements of various

Phoco by April Barkley

and more to have the spirit of unity between all

Maher's history as a Roman Catholic
has had some effect on his career as a singer and

leading in several worship songs akin to those
in chapel, interspersed with prayer and Scripture

mattmahcrmusic.com,

mother. He still resides in Arizona and serves at

singing."

meetings generally start with Mark Benjamin

According to the
b a n d ' s w e b s i t e , w w w.

Maher's parents were

to church. And then all of a sudden 1 started

indication, he may be doing his job. The

God."

divorced when he was young and he moved

I didn't actually sing solo. I didn't really have a
good voice. Then I was 20 I started going back

Christianity was so diverse."
If the first few weeks of Shalom are any

to

theologians and saints felt that the goal of the

Maher says. "I
with God, and
through that I'm
in relationship."
"1 think it's

feel like I've had this relation
re-looking at my Catholicism
realizing that all of it is rooted

scries on Wednesday at chapel.
Guest chapel speaker J.D.Walt
Photo by April Barkley

always just about unity with

come from."

This idea to approach Christianity in a

Reviewing Selah Women's
Conference
on Jesus Christ and not strive for perfection

"holistic" way extends to the leaching style that
Hollen, Pastor Sarah Baldwin, and potentially

B y VA N E S S A W I L K I N S
Guest Reporter

other speakers will use for Shalom. The plan is
to explore the Nicene Creed—an early Christian

response to heresies that were dividing the
church—in 14 sections, comparing the text
with scripture. In so doing, Hollen promised
to never step away from the Truth of the Bible:
"., .we've heard a lot of you say, 'I want to hear
mote about the Bible and not as much about

social justice.'" Still, that is not the limit to the

scope of Shalom: "From there we are going to
go into tradition. What has the church said in
the past? What is the church doing? What [are]
the church's stances and how they've changed?

And then...into our own experience and how
I've seen that in my life and how I've come to
understand that."

Perhaps because of the leaders' approach,
the opportunity to get that extra chapel credit.
See SHALOM | page. 8

themselves, but a living relationship with him.

George Fox University has been host to
the women's seminar, Selah, for the last five

years and each year women
come to worship, converse, and
gain new perspective on how
the Holy Spirit is working in
their lives. This year the event
was held on September 27 in

So, I've been

each issue of the

She also volunteers for a number of charitable

author and publisher and she has

organizations.

Mat

Hollen

Student Chaplain

campus. We sec the Kingdom of God as

both a Utopian ideal and a thing that wc can
quite literally bring into existence with the
help of the Holy Spirit.

As a committee wc feel called to serve

to

the

student

community here
at Fox?" And I

think 1 have figured out the most succinct
message 1 could come up with. And so here
is my message as Student Chaplain to the
student body. 1 AM HERE FOR YOU.
My committee of chaplains and I are
here for you. It is our goal to be a friend, or
set of listening cars for any member of this
student community. We would love to go
to coffee with you. Help you struggle (or
struggle alongside you) through any hard

issues that come up in classes (or in life).
We want to be a group of people who the
student body feels they can come to and be
comfortable around. Wc as a committee

able. We understand that God has called us

into these positions with all the brokenness

and baggage as with anybody else, but we
also affirm that God uses the weak to free

the strong. With this call wc understand we
are accountable both to God, and to you, the

in pastoral ministries for many years.

lives and insight to having a relationship with

God while still being modern women. Other
guests include, Olivia Pothoff, who will be

led worship, and Georgene Rice, who was the

20? Vila Road, Newberg, OR (503) 538-L300
COFFEE

taking shape are not set in stone, so feel free
to give us advice and constructive criticism.

e s p r e s s o

Also feci free to engage us in dialogues that

Te a

will help us to do better. Wc as a committee

SmooC blee

believe God can and will do great things
through us and through the community wc
arc a part of. Wc would love your guidance
and for your opinions to be licard.
Hopefully you have picked up on the

ICaLkin Sodoe

that aims-to meet the needs of the campus
as well as obey the call of the God of our
mt»thcrs and fatlicrs. Please join with us in

Kingdom of God is already (as in now) but

these ministries and know that our doors are

not yet (as in still to come) and because of

always open and we would love to meet with

and the honest perspectives towards life they
have given her. Many women today arc busy and

f'^JAVA JUNGL

ministries are starting off and the things

message I am trying to convey in this .short
article. The Chaplain's Committee is one

portrayed such when they addressed the guests.
Carmichael shared stories of her grandchildren
See SELAH | page. 8

community we arc called to minister to. Our

arc operating under the mind set that the

wc feel called to help bring it about on this

collaborated with her husband. Bill,

Women began to file into Bauman at 9am,
many with coffee in hand, to enjoy fellowship
Stern, who recently
through worship. Georgene Rice
compasses on
Bauman Auditorium. For the
spoke
at
our
own
welcomed
guests to the event and
J
e
s
u
s
C
h
r
i
s
t
.
Coming
from
last two years approximately
introduced Sheri Philips, Executive
Chapel Service, has
diverse vocations
600 women have participated
w o r k e d i n y o u t h and walks with God, D i r e c t o r o f H u m a n R e l a t i o n s a n d
in the event and there was no
ministries and is Executive
coordinator for Selah. Philips
disappointment in the turn out this year. Guest D i r e c t o r o f t h e A m a n i L i f e the guest speakers commented earlier in the week chat
speakers, Marie Carmichacl and Bo Stern, spoke Project, an organization that and worship leaders she hopes " Selah creates a space for
on the seminar's theme, "True North: Where is
of Selah brought
is working to raise funds
the Holy Spirit to work in the lives of
Life Taking You?" The focus of the seminar to send orphan women to
fresh ideas to the
the women who attend."
is to encourage women to set their compasses
college. Both speakers shared
participants.
The speakers of the event were
experiences from their own
striving for the same effect and
encourage
women
to focus their

you, the student community, however we are

should I say?"
"What message do
1 want to convey

The Georgene Rice Show on 93.3 KPDQ FM.

seminar Is to

this

to myself, "What

at many Christian conferences and is host of

is well known for her work as an

year. So I thought

Crescent

graduate from George Fox University and is a
former high school teacher who now devotes
her life to two daughters and leading worship
for churches, retreats, and seminars. Georgene
Rice has been invited to speak and lead worship

The focus of the

Chaplain's Corner: Here for you
asked to write
a little blurb in

Coming from diverse vocations and

walks with God, the guest speakers and
worship leaders of Selah brought fresh ideas
to the participants. Carmichael

exuberant emcee of the event. Pothoff is a 2000

Milk Sibakee
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SPORTS

I

7

off
to
fast
starts,
men
struggle
Womens' soccer, voleybal, golf

nr

VI

Wnmon'c.

two assists. Cardwell has two goals on the year,
including the sole goal in Saturday's win over

teams break multiple records;
X-Country back from Hawaii

the Bearcats.

Womhn's SoccRn

Afrcr two tough losses to open Northwest

U)nlcrencc play, the Bruins got back on track
. aturclay ]>;• battling past a stingy Wilamette

arcats defense en route to a 1-0 victory. I'he
shutout was the Bruins' fifth of the season.
A 2-0 win over the Northwest Christian

BeaconsonSept.16„i ^jugcnegavetheBrun
is

Goalkeeper Sally Page has racked up four

shutouts on the season, including three in a

row. The junior has 32 saves on the year and a
.914 save percentage.
The

Jenny McKinsey leads the ream with eight

Megan Servoss con^pet/A-giMiSe"

points and three goals — all game winning

scores — and two assists. Senior Anna Russell

and Sophomore Kirstcn Cardwcll also have

are

now

5-2

overall

and

1-2 in NWC play and will travel to play at
Pacific l.uthcran Saturday, Oct. 4, as part of a
doubleheadcr with the rnen's team.

tneir best start in school history — going 4-0
— and also happened to he their fourth straight
'Shutout, also good for the record books.

Bruins

^

OO

the team in points (5) and, along with senior
Jon Maroni, goals (2). Keith Marshal, Jon
Gutierrez, Tony Zamora, Bret Hamilton, Kyle
Story, and Matt Gurlidcs each have scored.
Brian Story and Garrett Blizzard lead the team
with two assists each.

The Bruins are now 1-5-3 overall and 0-1-2

in NWC plat'.
Volleyball

The Bruins' 5-0 start to the 2008 season

was their best opening since the 2001 ream
Men's Soccer

started 7-0. They've gone 4-5 since then, but

The Bruins started conference play an

the Bruins arc fresh off a three-game win

undefeated 0-0-2 record, but besides a 4-0

streak where they shocked 16th-rankcd Pacific

win over the Walla Walla Wolves on Sept. 16,
nothing else has gone their way. Unfortunately,
the Bruins fell Saturday to Willamette 2-0.

I^utheran 3-2, won the final three games in a
3-2 match against Whitworth, and held off
Whitman 3-1.

Freshman starter Brennan

S P O R T S

page.

Welcome

Bruin BIG Gamers

to the

Brennan Altringer
Sport/Position:

Blue Zone

Soccer, Forward
Interests:

\'ideo games,
music, and playing
guitar

Blue Zone designed to bring sense
of community to student-to-student

Favorite

relationships

Athlete: Earl

Boykins, retired
NBA guard

By Taylor Kanen

Feature/Sports Editor

Duke has the Cameron Crazies, the

Favorite Food:

University of Oregon has the Pit, and Oregon
State has, um, nevermind. Now, George Fox

Pizza, hot dogs
and mustard

has the Blue Zone.

F a v o r i t e M o v i e : 'Hot Fuzz" and "School of

Structured loosely off Courtsidc Chaos —

Rock"

an assembly of students dedicated to being,
well, chaotic at basketball games — Blue Zone
is the brainchild of the Bruin Heritage Society,
the Associated Student Community, and the
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee.
Instead of being as c.\ciusivc as Chaos and
focusing strictly on basketball, Blue Zone is

dedicated to extending a sense of community
on campus.

"We want to enhance students' pride
and spirit in George Fox," Robby Larson, the
faculty advisor for the Bruin Heritage Society,
said. "We want students to feel like they have a
sense of ownership at Fox.
" We w a n t B l u e Z o n e t o b e a b o u t m o r e t h a n

just sports," he continued. "It's about students
supporting their fellow students."
Blue Zone already launched its first c%'cnt
— known as a Blue Zone Big Game — Sept. 9
against Cascade College, where ASC handed out
50 shirts with the new moniker "Blue Zone"

emblazoned on the chest. Throughout the fall

sports season, 500 shirts will be divvied out,
encouraging students to participate and support
their athletic teams.

"Marketing Communications ^'icc
President, Rob Westervelt, really got behind us

to get the Nike swoosh on the shirts," Larson
said. "When people sec Nike apparel, it's a
common perception that it is high cjuality, that
it s legit."

Over 100 of these "legit" shirts have already
been banded out at Blue Zone Big Games. It's

hrst-comc-first-scrvc, so get to marked games
early to receive a free shirt.

The next Big Game event — the Blue

Zt)iie Trifecia — and the next opportuiiicy to

get a shin wil he the weekend of Oct. .v5. I he

Trifecia — a three-event, three-day jamboree

The Performance: Leads the ream in

scoring (5) as a freshman with two goals and an

assist. Altringer scored a goal with 12 minutes
remaining in the Bruins' Sept. 21 matchup
against Puget Sound to send the match into

Mary Strutz,John Hutchins, Mark Ross, and Sam Rohde sport Blue Zone tshirts as they cheer on
George Fox teams.

overtime.

Quotable: (On starting as a freshman) "It is
pretty sweet. Some of the uppcrclassmen have

— will be kicked off on Friday

taken mc under their wing and 1 just have to

and end Sunday.

play soccer."

The Bruins' volleyball match
up againsr Linfield on Friday will

Jenny McMinsey

also double as Tacky-Jacket Night
for all Blue Zoncrs (wear the

Sport/Position:

tackiest sports coat or blazer you

Soccer, Forward

can buy, but make sure to wear
your Blue Zone shirt underneath!).
On Saturday the university will be

interests:

Snowboarding,
boating, water
skiing, pick-up

providing vans to shuttle students

down to Salem to support

basketball, tennis,

the cross country teams. The
weekend-long event ends here in
Ncwbcrg at the Clielialcm Glenn

baseball
Favorite

Golf Course where the women's

Photos by TAYLOR KANEN

golf team will be chasing their The Blue Zone t-shlrts stands out with their bold design.
third straight win of the year.
about the campus as a whole. That is why the
"We want this to be about more than just Bruin Heritage Society, ASC, and SAAC" arc
basketball, volleyball, and soccer," I.arson said.
planning to expand Blue Zone Big Games so
"Those are our biggest programs here, but
they include choir concerts, engineering events,
it's not about that. It's about supporting our and even chapels.

"1 think it really depends on students

athletes, our fellow students."

For years, only the more publicized sports
such as basketball, football, vollevball, and

soccer have had any resemblance of a fan base.

IMue Zone wants to change that by giving equal
importance to cross country, track and field,
baseball, and golf.
However, Larson wants to make it clear

owning the experience," Larson said. "Blue
Zone will be whatever students make of it. If

they take it and run with it, it will become a part
of our culture.

"It's going to take some effort to change
the culture and say wc want to go support our
teams no matter what sport or activity ir is."

that Blue Zone is not simply about athletics, but

Athlete:

Ronaldinho,
Forward, Brazil
N a t i o n a l Te a m

Favorite Food: Any Italian food, pasta,
pizza, salad

Favorite Movie: "Happy Feet"
The Performance: Leads the team in

scttring (8) with three goals—all gamewinning—and two assists.

Quotable: (On preparing for Northwest
Conference play) "1 leading into conference
play we are looking to start playing to our
potential. We need to take every game scrunisly
and not expect to win."

The Season Pass: One Lakers fans' thoughts on the Blazers

Heol.m
'I new
h e r e . Ye s , a s

g

.V

^ 3

in a freshman;

and, being new, 1 feel

it's polite to introduce
myself.

You have read rhe

by-linc (hopefully) so

youknowmyname,but

what you really need to
hni—ull
know
about
IS I'm
a
r. ■ ^ j j,|.^rs fan, mc
through
and
B y TAY L O R K A N E N c l i c h e s

Feature/Sports Editor ^
Before

you

recall the day we (forgive me if 1 start to write

postcrization of Dwight How.irJ.
But C>reg Odeii seems as good a spot as any

in the League.

Bryant.
1 wits in love.

to

nucleus of M\'P runner-up (riiri.s Paul. David

That being .said, I feel as though we can
move on to almost everyone can relate to. at

Antonio Harvey, an ex-Blazer turned color

West, and Tyson Ehandlcr.
San Antonio will never go away, no matter

commentator for Blazers Radio.

how much we pray.

in possessive tense) traded "F'loppy" for Kobe

least if you're Oregon-born and raised: The
Portland 'I'railblazers.

Now, 1 know what you must be thinking.
"A Lakers fan talking about the Blazers? Get

ready for a unhealthy amount of Jailblazer
remarks."

But you arc going to be pleasantly
surprised.

It's a good year to be a Blazer. And Im

,nc with your
come . ^

not joking. 1 know it's been some time since
someone could actually say that with a straight

pitchforks, let me territory (because

face. But the time is now.

God knows anyone m LA wou
be a Clippers fan). remember

m
i personato
i n of Jesse James durn
i g the NBA

Angeles, so it ,„her die item

I wsLt-t cxnctly old cno -gh , " « ^

.heShowttmeUkersofthc

time

Msgi
c snd 7|'J;"';,fguely remember
1 was conceived. But I • ^ vividly
the days of Vladc Divae .

Where do 1 start?
. There is Kevin Pritchard's best

The generally unexpected summer

league performance of Jcrryd Bayless, _

. Or Rudy Fernandez and his Olympic

start.

1 recently had the honor of talking with
"He's a beast!" Harvey had told mc. "1

The New Orleans Hornets return the

The Phoenix Suns can never be taken out

wouldn't be surprised if he tore down every

of championship consideration, no matter liow

hoop in the league. He's back."
What Harvey actually means is he's here,
since, technically, he never arrived. The knee
injury that crippled Odcn and the rest of Blazer
nation's hopes has finally healed and there is

stupid if was to trade for Shaq.

optimism back in Portland.

And why not? They have a bona fide star
and leader in Brandon Roy (who will be voted
onto the All-Star team this year), a crop of
young, talented posts — Odcn, LaMarcus
Aldridge, Channing Frye — and a rookie point
guard (Bayless) who has his eyes locked on
Steve Blake's starting spot.
But big deal, right?

The Lakers have Andrew Bynum back to
team up with Pau Gasol and make one of the

most formidable high-post, low-post tandems

Then there's the Utah Jazz, the Houston

Rockets — if Tracy McGrady and Yao Ming
actually play a game together — the Dallas

Mavericks, and the Denver Nuggets.
So where do the Blazers fit?

First of all, two teams that might have had
a shot last year of making the playoffs. Golden
State and the LA Clippers, severely downgraded
over the summer and don't have an outside

chance at making the final eight. And did
anyone think the Minnesota Timberwolves,
Sacramento Kings. Memphis Grizzlies, or

Seattle Supersonics, oops, Oklahoma City
Thunder would improve enough to compete?
See BLAZERS I page. 8
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8 I THE CRESCENT
RECYCLE: New bins make a

BOARD: Appeal option for

difference

students

Continued from page I

Continued from page I

NEWS IN A FLASH
register to vote

involved.

"was out to get someone."

Recycling Initiative's student coordinator,

Students will have an option whether

Lorric Parker, became interested in getting

to appeal to the CAB or to directors and

involved in the recycling program at George Fox
University partly because of her environmental

deans of the Student Life committee, in most

cases. If the student feels uncomfortable

science class with Dr. Chinchi Chen last spring.
This course convinced her, that as a Christian

being disciplined by his peers, then he has
the choice to take it to Student Life directly.

and as a duty to future generations, she must
be a good steward of resources. Parker is a full-

students who choose to use this process of
community accountability. With any type
of accountability that happens within our

and deeply committed to her job as student
coordinator. She says her biggest job right now
is educating students about the program. She

community, I believe it's important for it
to be done in a caring and loving manner,

has trained students from all of the houses on

comments Pothoff.

campus, and since Riley House was the first
rcsponder to her schedule, it received a deluxe

Should a student choose the CAB method

of reconciliation with the community, the
student will present his case in a form of a
letter, explaining his involvement and any

pancake breakfast.

Next on the agenda is training the resident
assistants. Parker says the first three resident

A major concern of Parker's is keeping
the trash separate from the recycling. Even
if something is cardboard or paper, it is
unrecyclable if it was used for food or any
human waste material. This includes pizza
boxes and any food containers, paper towels and
napkins, and any other contaminated product.
A single incorrect item can cause a whole load
of rccyclablcs to be rejected and dumped in a

landfill. Concerning the corrugated cardboard,
Parker says: "Breaking down the cardboard so

Photo by APRIL BARKLEY

that it is flat, clean and stacked in the outdoor

RED cominglc recycling bins is probably the
single most needed and helpful thing that
students can do."

There are very specific guidelines as to what
is acceptable recycling material online at recycle.
gcorgefox.edu. There are also opportunities for
students to get involved directly in helping clean
and maintain the beautiful Hess Creek; Canyon
workdays will take place periodically throughout
the school year. Contact Plant Services and

expectations in terms of confidentiality,
knowledge of the community standards, and
time sensitivity. These high standards ensure
the effectiveness of the CAB, and greatly

heighten its integrity," Archer reassures about
the CAB.

Which of the eight contestants will be
able to survive in the van the longest?
Come watch the exciting challenges and
cheer for your classmates.

WHEN: All day starting at midnight
Thursday, Oct. 2
WHERE: Quad, near the SUB.

Three more chances to cheer on your

fellow Bruins, get your free t-shirt, and
participate in exciting events.
FRIDAY: Volleyball, 7 p.m. Miller Gym
SATURDAY: X-Countty, 9 a.m. Salem

SUNDAY: Women's Golf, noon
Chchalcm Glenn

For more information about the CAB

please contact Mark Pothoff or Jon Archer.
NEW
FRESHMAN
R E P R E S E N TAT I V E S

Congratsulation to Dana Bowers and
Tony Shawley.

or Lorrie Parker, among others, if you have any
questions. GFU's Recycling Initiatives Program

Selah

provides many ways to be good stewards of
natural resources. Get involved, and make a
difference.

to gain as much as she could during the short
time.

Continued from page 6

or the free popcorn and fellowship in the
Foxhole afterwards, Shalom has attracted a

R e p o r t e r s Wa n t e d

significant number of students every week,
including sophomore Katie Bjorkman: "I
really appreciate the way that they've been
able to bring in the different...non-doctrinal

The Crescent Is hiring experi
enced writers as reporters for
the 2008-2009 school year.

traditions," she said, "such as the different

style of worship that they've shared." As for
teaching, Bjorkman says she understands that
many attendees are not from a Bible-based
background but wishes the "exegesis was more

This is a paid position and a
chance to get your work printed
in a publication; great resume

rigorous, had more depth to it. To find that

b u i l d e r.

sometimes."

GFU SURVIVOR

B L U E Z O N E T R I F E C TA

"Members of the CAB arc held to high

speak with Clyde Thomas, Dwayne Astleford,

SHALOM: Responsive to
desires of student body

my intellect was relatively disengaged when
the rest of me was not was frustrating me

10:45 am-2 p.m.
WHERE: Bruin's Den

incident.

every student by Thanksgiving. So if you

on how quickly students arc willing to get the
training and get involvedl"

Register this week.

WHEN: 'i'hrough Friday, Oct. 3

other pertinent information regarding the

assistants to respond and lake the 15 minute
training will also get a pancake feed.
"Our goal is to provide the training to

we get a good response right away, 1 might be
persuaded to make more pancakcs...it depends

Don't miss your chance to vote.

"I hope the CAB is a beneficial venue for

time Christian ministries major at George Fox

answer the challenge, I'll provide the recycle
training, and then we'll eat!" Said Parker, "If

The election is rapidly approaching.

Journalism experience desired.

SELAH: Pothoff offers

The day-long event ended with another
address from Stern and worship with Pothoff.

encouragement

Both women ended with a similar message of

Continued from page 6

encouragement. Encouragement to follow

find it hard to balance all of the obligations

God, encouragement to believe in oneself, and
encouragement to never stop learning. After the
event ended women had a chance to buy books
from guest speakers and to continue fellowship.

in their lives and trust God. Carmichael

reminded guests that "our limitations have
nothing to do with God's possibilities."
After a coffee break, Bo Stern took the stage
encouraging the women to trust God at all
times. Through anecdotes of being a }'oung
mother and working in Youth Ministries,
Stern demonstrated how God has surprised
her with blessings when she least expected

as these, Hollen has made it clear that he

Email for more information.

wants Shalom to be responsive to the desires
of the student body: "Tell us what you want
the service to look like and we'll change it."
Constructive criticism and compliments

crescent@georgefox.edu

"assured that they can have a fresh focus of
the Holy Spirit in their daily lives."
After a lunch on the quad, accompanied
by ideal weather, guests went to various
on campus. Women from local ministries,
George Fox faculty, and campus pastor,
Sarah Baldwin, lead small sessions on

prayer, meditation, and even fasting.
\''oIunteers assisted in each session to ensure

a productive environment for each women

arc both welcome, he said, as the leaders of

world." The dace has nor been announced for

next year's Selah, but the annual event will

be back on George Fox University's campus
according to the coordinators of the event.

it. The seminar's aim is to have women leave

"Breakout" sessions in various locations

Perhaps in anticipation of concerns such

Cindy Griffin from Hillsboro said, "The event
gives us fwomenj affirmation chat we are not
alone in our struggles as women in today's

Shalom are "not yet set in their ways."

ARC: More convenient location
Continued from page I

variety of academic fields, experiences, and
scholarly knowledge. Whether it is precalculus
homework, or writing a life story, the ARC has
the suggestions and help students need. The
ARC is a service for each specific individual.
"Every one of us can become a more
effective and efficient scholar," Muthiah

concludes. The Quaker room is located on
the second floor of the library, in the room

tory in fall sports

that looks out over Edwards dorm. It is open
Monday through Thursday from 1-10 p.m.
and Fridays 12—4 p.m. Walk-in appointments

Continued from page 7

the phone are preferred, so as to not interupt

SPORTS; Bruins taste vic

are welcome, but appointments made over

another student's session. To set up an
appointment, email at the_arc@georgefox.
edu, or call: 503-554-2327. Appointments can

In their upset against the Lutes, Sarah
C r o s s fi c l d l e d F o x w i t h 1 4 k i l l s a n d N a t a l i e

Pickett had seven blocks to go with seven kills,

be scheduled up to a month in advance.

l^indscy Hovec had 11 kills and four service
aces and Stephanie Kerr had 10 kills and four
blocks.

BLAZERS: Lakers fan view on

Hovec has 115 kills and 151 digs and
Jennifer Panico has 100 kills and 171 digs ion

Portland Trallblazers

the year to lead the team. Pickett has 68 blocks

Continued from page 7

and All Lcfcbvre has 238 assists.

That leaves nine teams with legit shots
at making the postseason. Immediately, the

The next match, part of the Blue Zone
Trifccta, will be Friday, Oct. 3, against rival
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

L i n fi c l d .
Women's Golf

Off to a terrific start in only their third
year of intercollegiate competition, the Bruins

will try to make it three tournament wins in a

row in the Linfield College Invitational at the
Michelbook Country Club in McMinnville.

Tee times on both Saturday and Sunday ate

she led the Bruins with an 18-hole score of 80,

Cross Country

Nap for the best cumulative score for the week,

Opening up their 2008 men's and women's

255-256.
Men's

Golf

Getting their second year of inicicollegiatc

scheduled for noon. Last year, the Bruins

men's golf competition under way, the George

finished 3rd in the Linficld Invitational with a

Fox University Bruins carded a team score

two-day score of 361.

o f 3 4 4 t o fi n i s h f o u r t h i n t h e W i l l a m e t t e

This year, the Bruins edged Linfield 353354 for the Willamette 5-Way Invitational title

University Invitational Tournament Monday
here at the Illahc Hills Country Club course.

on Sept. 15, and took the Pacific Invitational on

Senior David Burkhart and freshman

Sophomore Mandy Cameron was named

Mike Ulstad tied for top honors for the Bruins,
Burkhart with a 40-40-80 and Ulstad shooting

the Bruin Athletic Association Women's Athlete

a 38-42-80. The two tied for 13th in the

of the Week for Sept. 15-21 after helping the

individual standings.
The next match for George Fox is a dual
match with Pacific on Sunday at the Quail

Sept. 20-21 over runner-up Pacific 688-707.

Bruins to first-place finishes in their first two
tournaments of the 2008-09 season. In the

Willamette 5-Way Invitational on Sept. 15,

has not been announced yet.

tying for second place. Cameron edged Brianna

Valley Golf Course in Banks, Ore. Tee time

cross country seasons on the island of Oahu,
the George Fox University men placed sixth
while the Bruin women, with only three runners

competing, received no team score in the Big

Wave Invitational hosted by the University of
Hawai'i-Manoa at the Kaneohe Klipper Golf
Course here Saturday morning.
Cam Ebcrhart topped the Bruin men
with a 30th-p]ace finish in a time of 16:54.55.
The top Bruin runner in the women's

race was Abby Reed, running a 16:13.59 to place
35th in her first college race.

The next meet for the Bruins is the Charles

Bowles Invitational, hosted by Willamette
University, at Bush's Pasture Park in Salem on
Saturday, Oct. 4.

Nuggets can be discarded, because even
though they have one of the most athletic and
talented rosters, they don't have the mental

capacity to put a full season together.

The probability that Houston stays healthy
is about as good as the legitimacy of an
unjuiced Barry Bonds. And Dallas has placed
Its fate in the hands of 35-year-old Jason Kidd,
who can't hope to stay in front of a single
opposing point guard this year.

That leaves the door wide open for the

azers, who have a legitimate shot at getting

the sixth spot in the playoffs and possibly
climbing a few spots to fourth.

Ihere is only one question mark for

Portland; youth.

But in an era where All-Star Games are

dominated by 20-year-olds, Portland doesn't
have a whole lot to worry about.
Except, of course, when they have to plav
rny first true love.

